Development of a Data-Independent Targeted Metabolomics Method for Relative Quantification Using Liquid Chromatography Coupled with Tandem Mass Spectrometry.
Quantitative metabolomics approaches can significantly improve the repeatability and reliability of metabolomics investigations but face critical technical challenges, owing to the vast number of unknown endogenous metabolites and the lack of authentic standards. The present study contributes to the development of a novel method known as "data-independent targeted quantitative metabolomics" (DITQM), which was used to investigate the label-free quantitative metabolomics of multiple known and unknown metabolites in biofluid samples. This approach initially involved the acquisition of MS/MS data for all metabolites in biosamples using a sequentially stepped targeted MS/MS (sst-MS/MS) method, in which multiple product ion scans were performed by selecting all ions in the targeted mass ranges as the precursor ions. Subsequently, scheduled multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) by LC-MS/MS of the metabolome was established for 1658 characteristic ion pairs of 1324 metabolites. For sensitive and accurate quantification of these metabolites, mixed calibration curves were generated using sequentially diluted standard reference plasma samples using established MRM methods. Relative concentrations of all metabolites in each sample were calculated without using individual authentic standards. To evaluate the reliability and applicability of this new method, the performance of DITQM was validated by comparison to absolute quantification of 12 acylcarnitines using authentic standards and traditional metabolomics analysis for lung cancer. The results proved that the DITQM protocol is more reliable and can significantly improve clustering effects and repeatability in biomarker discovery. In this study, we established a novel methodology to standardize and quantify large-scale metabolome, providing a new choice for metabolomics research and its clinical applications.